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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

Year Started at Pantheon: 
2018
Best Halloween Memory? 
Halloween is my FAVORITE, 
best memory is making 
costumes for my kids!
Favorite fall activity? 
Apple picking and 
pumpkin patches for sure!

Who is your favorite monster or villain and why?
The Sanderson Sisters from Hocus Pocus, I love their 
sass and spunk and they have some serious style!
You’re in a horror movie. Are you the last alive, first 
to die, comic relief, skeptic, smarty, or killer?
I think we all know that I am the comic relief! 
Who is your NFL team?
I always root for the underdog - I have to say SKOL!!
Favorite part about working at Pantheon? 
I love what I do, I have the best coworkers, Panthe-
on has the best clients, and it is really like a family 
here. The culture at Pantheon was very hard for me 
to find in the workplace, I’m here for the long haul!

NIKKI DULAS - 
Executive Assistant & Sales Coordinator

We work to provide clients with the right tools and people to support their 
Technology. From a growing business to a multi-site enterprise, 

as your Managed IT Partner we are with youevery step of the way.

OCTOBER

THE MONTHLY MESSAGE 

The Coronavirus crisis has changed the world as we know it. 
With social distancing, lockdowns and work from home  
becoming the new normal, cyber criminals are exploiting the 
situation. Let’s talk about how the cyber crime landscape is 
likely to shape up in the post-pandemic world and how busi-
nesses can safeguard themselves against it. One of the reasons 
for a sudden spike in cyber crime is the work-from-home model 
that is becoming the norm. When you allow remote access 
to your data, you are virtually opening your IT infrastructure to 
criminals--unless you have the right security measures. It is easy 
for malware and hackers to get into your system and corrupt it 
unless you have the right measures in place. 
What can you do to ensure your business is not a victim of 
cyber- crime during work-from-home?
Does that mean your work-from-home model is not viable? 
Not really. A lot of companies are contemplating a permanent 
work-from-home model even after COVID ends, as the benefits 
of the model are now clear to them--it offers a lot of flexibility 
and helps save on overhead costs. You can still have a remote 
workforce while keeping your data safe. 
Formulate rules
• Who is allowed to use personal devices for work?
• Spell out the regulations they must follow. Regular checks 

for malware and updates to anti-malware software, etc.,
• If there are restrictions to the device type, software or   

operating systems that may be used, out of security  
concerns, then these should be addressed.

Focus on the 2 Ts of cybersecurity
• TRAIN your staff: The first T is training your staff on how to 

identify IT threats and cybercrime activities that they can 
be a victim of. Examples include phishing emails, dubious  
attachments, clone sites, etc.

• TEACH good password hygiene: Help your employees  
understand how important password strength is. They should 
be able to identify weak passwords and steer clear of them 
and know that no matter how urgent the situation seems, 
password sharing is not acceptable.

October is Cyber-Security Awareness 

What does a 
vampire use as 

payment?

CRYPT - o - currency!
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WHAT’S NEW WITH PANTHEON?

Pantheon had a Friday Fun-day!!!! 
The team got together via Zoom for 

some Family Feud...plus pizza for lunch! 
Team UnicornSparkl was losing at first, 

but rallied for a MAJOR comeback!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!


